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The 3 core elements of Visibility-as-a-Service are: 

 Experienced, certified specialists with a passion for Wire Data Analytics and network packets. 

 Easy to use and to maintain APM/NPM solutions from PerformanceVision. 

 Flexible subscriptions varying from 1-2 weeks to 3 years (and longer!). 

Actively contributing to your business goals

Because of this approach, our specialists are experienced as an added-value to your teams. Together we are actively contributing to 

your business goals:

 Regular and to the point updates on the actual applications travelling across your network.

 Accompanied user experience and bandwidth consumption for the different sites. 

 Significant improved problem solving times; for example before and after big changes and migrations: 

  ✓ Migrating to a hybrid, SD-WAN network. 

  ✓ Datacenter consolidation.

  ✓ Deployment of a hybrid, partially cloud-based application landscape. 

 Size your existing and new (SD-)WAN network on actual usage. 

 Improved collaboration between the different IT-Ops and DevOps teams. 

 Improved, smooth deployment of new applications or new versions of existing ones.

Visibility-as-a-Service is especially designed for IT-Ops and DevOps teams who are responsible for a 
hybrid application environment and its underlying network infrastructure. This helps these teams 
with reducing the amount of problems and resolution times significantly!



Wide, granular and scalable 

  Almost zero configuration. 

  100% of the network traffic is analyzed; 

going from OSI layer 2 to application 

transactions.

  End-to-end, multi-segment analysis 

(without a special packet analyzer)!

  Every detail, every session and every 

transaction.

  More than 10 Gbps analysis capacity.

  Scalable: S, M and L (with or without 

our own hardware platform).

Scope of transaction analysis

 24x7, all transactions real-time. 

 All details are stored for at least a week.

 Web applications (HTTP | HTTPS).

  Databases (several, industry standard 

SQL flavors).

 Domain Name Services.

 File and print sharing (SMB).

 VoIP.

 Microsoft Services (RPC).

 Citrix (NetScaler & XenApp).

Flexible and affordable

  Delivered by experienced, certified 

performance engineers who …

  … have a passion for everything that 

has to do with Wire Data Analytics and 

network packets.

  Available when needed; remotely as 

well as on-site.

  Financially attractive because of  

flexible subscriptions and a minimum 

of upfront investments.

  Significant savings because costly, time 

consuming war-room types of problem 

analysis are prevented.

More about Visibility-as-a-Service

Put a stop to significant upfront investments and extensive lead times

Our 3 core elements limit complexity, upfront investments and lead times to an absolute minimum! Meaning we can start quickly 

with monitoring, analyzing and solving application and networking problems; being pro-active by design while working in close  

cooperation with your own teams.

Pro-active by design

Close cooperation

Fast troubleshooting
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Visibility-as-a-Service

Vulnerability Management

Health-check

Are your applications
not behaving as expected? 


